To be more explicit, a is the mapping that merely restricts every complex homomorphism ω e σ{s>f) to the group G. a is automatically continuous by definition of the topologies involved, and it is one-toone because a bounded linear functional on Sxf is completely determined by its values on 6?, the latter being a fundamental set in s^f. a will be a homeomorphism, therefore, provided only that every character in Γ be the image of something in σ(jzf).
Our interest in this problem arose out of a desire to characterize f in terms of action, when the spectrum of a unitary operator will fill out the unit circle. An appropriately translated version of Theorem 1 gives the following criterion: the spectrum of a unitary U is the entire circle if, and only if, for every integer n ^ 1 there exists a nonzero vector ζ such that £, Uζ, •••, U n ζ are mutually orthogonal. Versions of the sufficiency part of this problem have been considered before. Some time ago, Kodaira and Kakutani (6) showed essentially that a is onto Γ when G is the discrete unitary group determined by the left regular representation of a locally compact abelian group in its own L 2 space. Their proof involves the Plancherel theorem and is not available in this context. Recently, A. Ionescu-Tulcea (5) has shown that if U is the unitary operator induced in L 2 of a σ-finite measure space by a nonperiodic invertible measure preserving transformation, then the spectrum of U is the entire unit circle.
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WILLIAM B. ARVESON acy applies equally to unitary groups which are not necessarily abelian. Let G be a unitary group on Sίf'. Using the facts that G is a group and that unitary operators preserve orthogonality, it is easily seen that nondegeneracy is equivalent to the following condition: for every finite subset F of G such that Ig F, there exists a nonzero vector f in £(f such that ζLUξ for every U in F.
The unitary group determined in L 2 by the left regular representation of a locally compact Hausdorff topological group is nondegenerate. This situation is really a special case of the following more general example from ergodic theory. As it is not our intention to enter a lengthy discussion of measure theoretic details for this example, we shall merely sketch results, all of which are known in one form or another. Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space and let m be a regular Borel measure on the tf-algebra & of Borel sets in X (4). By a measure preserving transformation (MPT) we mean a mapping σ : X-> X such that, for every SG^, σ~\B) -{x e X: σ(x) e B} belongs to & and m(σ~\B)) = m{B). The set of all MPT's of X form a semigroup S with identity under the multiplication (στ)x -σ{τx), σ, τ e S, x e X. Let G be a subgroup of S whose identity is the identity of S.
Then σ-*U σ is a unitary representation of (? on L 2 (X, ^, m). The group G is said to be freely-acting if, for every σe G different from the identity and every Be ^ such that m{B) > 0, there exists a Borel subset A of B such that 0 < m(A) < oo and m(A Π a* 1 A) -0. This definition is esssentially von Neumann's and a discussion of it can be found in (3) . If G is a freely-acting group of MPT's, then by choosing nested subsets in the obvious way, we conclude that for every finite subset σ ly , σ n of G all different from the identity, and every Borel set B such that m ( (X, &, m) , it follows, first, that the representation σ-+U σ is faithful (σ Φ identity -> U σ Φ I) and, second, that the action of the image group {U σ :σeG} is nondegenerate.
Applying this to the first example, we need note merely that, with respect to left Haar measure on a locally compact group, the group of left translations constitutes a freely-acting group of MPT's.
As a second example, let (X, S^ m) be a o -finite measure space and let σ be an invertible MPT on X which is nonperiodic in the sense that, for every integer n ^ 1, there exists a set A -A n e Sŝ uch that m(Ajσ~nA) > 0, 4 denoting the symmetric difference. Nonperiodicity is equivalent to the requirement that the unitary operator induced by σ in L 2 (X, S^, m) generate an infinite cyclic group. Now it is not difficult to show that for every n ^ 1, there exists a set A e .9* such that 0 < m(A) < co and m(AΓ\σ-k A) = 0 for k = 1, 2, , n (e.g., see [5] ). Again, by considering the characteristic function of A as an element of L 2 (X, £s,m) , it follows that the infinite cyclic unitary group induced by σ in L 2 is nondegenerate.
3* Action and spectrum* We turn now to the main result of this paper. The notation of § 1 remains in force. THEOREM 
Let G be an abelian unitary group on £%f', generating the C*-algebra S*f. In order that the image of σ(j^f) under the natural mapping a be all of Γ, it is necessary and sufficient that the action of G be nondegenerate.
In this event, of course, a will be a homeomorphism. We begin the proof of sufficiency with an elementary lemma. LEMMA We have to show that Π K π Φ φ. Since each K π is a compact subset of σ(j^), it suffices to show that these sets have the finite intersection property. Fix U u , U n eG and let fc = l the bar denoting complex conjugation. Then for every 5 £ 3ίf\ Since each summand has unit modulus and 1 is an extreme point of the unit disc, we have ϊ{U k )o){U) = 1 for k -1, 2, , n. Therefore, ω e K Uχ Π Π K Un , completing the proof of Lemma 1. The author is indebted to Professor H. A. Dye for suggesting the following line of argument, thereby simplifying considerably the proof of sufficiency. The proof of Lemma 2 is based on an argument of Dixmier [2] . We shall write \E\ for the number of elements in the set E, and E\F for the set-theoretic difference consisting of those elements of E not in F. LEMMA 
Let G be any subset of the unitary group in an abelian C*-algebra J%f, and let 7 be any complex-valued function defined on G. In order that there exist an o) e σ{Ssf) whose restriction to G is 7, it is necessary and sufficient that
inf ±\\U k ξ-7(U k )ξ\\ = 0, llf||=i k=i for every finite subset U l9 , U n of G. Proof. (Necessity) Let ωeσ(jϊf), U 19 •••, U n eG. Clearly it suffices to show that inf ±\\U k ξ-ω(U k )ξ\\ 2 = 0. llfll=i k=i Let A = ±(U k - ω(U k )I)*(U k -ω(U k )I) . k = l(y(U k )U k ξ -ξ)\\ Sn-^\\%U k )U k ξ-ξ\\
-| s n ws
The disired conclusion follows by normalizing ξ. It remains to prove that the condition is necessary. Let F be a finite subset of G such that IgF.
Assume first that F contains both self-ad joint and non self-ad joint elements, the distinct self-ad joint unitaries being U u •••, U m . For each of the remaining elements V, V and V" 1 are distinct: we discard one of them from F when (and only when) both are present. Let the distinct elements remaining be V l9
, V n . Clearly the sets 
p(T) = θω ζ (T) + (I -θ)ω v (T)
defined on the weak closure & of Ssf. As p is weakly continuous and & is an abelian von Neumann algebra, p already has the form p -ω ζ for some ζe^ (see (1) A parallel argument applies if the original set F consists entirely of self-ad joint or non self-ad joint elements. One merely replaces R m 0 C n with R m or C n depending on which case occurs. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
We conclude this discussion with a few remarks. If G is any nondegenerate unitary group, j%? is the generated C*-algebra, and Σ(j^f) is the state space consisting of all positive linear functionals p on jy such that p{I) = 1, then there exists an element φ e Σ(J&) such that φ(U) = 0 for every U in G different from the identity. Indeed, the sets are weak*-compact subsets of Σ(J^), and by definition of nondegeneracy, every finite intersection (for U Φ I) contains a canonical state. Thus KKvΦ 0 .
Of course the state ψ is uniquely determined by this condition. If G is abelian, then φ may be identified with the Haar integral over Γ = σ(j^), and it is, therefore, faithful in the sense that φ(T*T) = 0 implies T = 0, for every Tejzf. In general, a simple continuity argument shows that φ(ST) = φ(TS) for every S, TeSsf.
We intend to publish elsewhere a more complete discussion of the existence of a finite normal trace, with such properties, defined on the von Neumann algebra generated by a given discrete unitary group.
C{Γ) denotes the algebra of all complex-valued continuous functions on Γ.
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